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PREFACE 
Most bibliographies I have seen are organized with respect to 
time. But looking for a specific reference I want to check 
only those related to the dedicated field of interest. 
So this bibliography ie organized with respect to fields which 
are selected in a somewhat subjective manner. Nevertheless I 
hope you will enjoy it. Just as I hope that the time you need 
to find the wanted reference will be shortened. 
Putting together all published titles over the world is a hard 
job. If I have not taken a note of your "glorious" paper I am 
very sorry about it. 
H.-J. Stuckenberg 
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Data Handling. ·-D~s~ri:pttl~n ,,~nd ··Specif\:e;:i'.:: . ,. 
tion -~= ~.-r ~,. ~ { ·;,~ ;.~ ? -~ .. -, .. __ ,./ ·. t ~ t 
EUR 4100e, CEC, Luxembourg 1972, 64 p. 
and AEC Report TID-25875, U.S.AEC, 
Washington DC, U.S.A., supercedes 
EUR 4100e (1969). 
2 CAMAC: Organisation of Mu-lti-Grate Syst;:em~ ·· 
Specification of the Branch Highway and 
CAMAC Crate Controller Type A 
EUR 4600e, CEC, Luxembourg 1972, 46 p. 
and AEC Report TID-25876, U.S.AEC, 
Washington DC, U.S.A. 
3 CAMAC: Specification of Amplitude Analogue 
Signals within a SOn System 
EURSIOOe, CEC, Luxembourg 1974, 13 p. 
4 CAMAC: Serial System Organization, a 
Description 
ESONE/SH/01, ESONE Secretariat and 
TID-26488, U.S.AEC, Washington DC, U.S.A., 
December 1973, 83 p. 
Addenda and Errata to: CAMAC Serial System 
Organization, a Description (ESONE/SH/01 
and TID-26488) 
ESONE/SH/03, ESONE Secretariat, Nov. 1974, 
I I p. 
5 CAMAC: The Definition of IML, a Language 
for Use in CAMAC Systems 
ESONE/IML/01, ESONE Secretariat, Oct. 1974, 
36 p. 
1. 2 SUPPlH'ENT ARY I NFORJ"V-\ TI ON 
BARNES R.C.M., HOOTON I.N., RICHARDS J.M. 
Data Transfers and Demand Handling in 
Multicrate CAMAC Systems 
U.K.A.E.A. Research Group, 
Report AERE-R6214, Harwell 1969, 6 p. 
S. also: Proc. 1969 Nucl.Sci.Symposium & 
Nucl.Power Syst.Engng.Symposium, 
San Francisco, 29.-31. 10.1969 
(IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. 17 (1970) No.I) 
pp. 463-466 
2 BARNES R.C.M., WHITEMAN A.R.C. 
CAMAC - Bibliography Covering Period 
1968-71 
U.K.A.E.A. Research Group, 
Report AERE-Bib . 180, Harwell 1972, 12 p. 
3 TREBST H.J. 
Methods of Demand-Handling 
CAMAC Bull., No.4, July 1972, pp.3-5 
4 BARNES R.C.M. 
2 
The Revised CAMAC Specification 
EUR 4 I OOe (1972) 





CAMAC - Specification of Amplitude 
Analogue Signals. Extension of the Speci-
fication of Amplitude Analogue Signals 
,(E;UR , 5IQO. (I9)2)) and Co~J;).,tS of the 
'ES0NE Group _:' '· ·. : . ' · ·, 
~ 1:; ' ".i - ...... ·~ .' ! ,I> ! .. ..... . 
ize'rnfor schu.ngszentrum Kati'sruhe, 
Bericht KFK 1641, Karlsruhe 1972, 20 p. 
TRADOWSKY K. 
cAMAc ·- Specification of Amplitude 
1 Analogue ·Signals. Proposal of the ESONE 
Working Group on Analogue Signals for 
EUR 5100 (1973) and Comments 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, 




Bericht KFK 1471 (1971), 59 p., 
KFK 1671 (1972), 56 p. 
8 CAWTHRAW M. 
Use of the Q-Response for Controlling 
Block Transfers 
CAMAC Bull. No.5, Nov. 1972, pp.S-7 
g· CAMAC: Pr'oposal for a CAMAC Language. 
ESONE Cormnittee, Software Working Group. 
Supplement to CAMAC Bull. No.5, CEC, 
Luxembourg, Nov. 1972, 42 p. 
10 HEEP W., OTTES J., TRADOWSKY K. 
Design Characteristics for CAMAC Modules 
According to the Revised Specification 
EUR 4 I OOe ( I 9 72) 
Kernforschungszentrum · Karlsruhe, 
F.R. Germany, KFK-1674, Jan. 1973, 22 p., 
in German 
11 KIRSTEN, F.A. 
CAMAG Specifications 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.I, Feb.l973, 
pp . . 562-568 
12 .CAMAC: Supplementary Information on CAMAC 
Instrumentation System 
AEC Report TID-25877, U.S.AEC, 
·washington ·Dc, U.S.A., and Supplement to 
CAMAC Bu~l. No.6, CEC Luxembourg, March 
19~~· . 1.6 p. 
J.3 BARNES , R. C . M. 
A CAMAC Glossary. 
,Supplement t.o , CAMAt;: . Bull. No.7, CEC, 
_Luxembourg, July 1973, 18 p. 
14 CAMAC · Bibli~graphy 
Supplem~nt tq CAMAC Bull. No.8, CEC, 
Luxembourg, Nov. 1973, 16 p. 
2 I GEr lERAL PAPERS 
2 .1 CJVIV\C MORIAL PAPERS 
TRADOWSKY K. 
CAMAC - Ein System rechnergeflihrter 
Elektronik. Prinzip und Anwendungen. 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, 
Bericht KFK I24I, Karlsruhe I970, 3I p. 
2 COSTRELL L. 
CAMAC Instrumentation System - Introduction 
and General Description 
IEEE Nucl.Sci.Symposium, New York, 
November 4-6, I970 
In: IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. I8 (I97I) No.2 
(CAMAC Tutorial Issue), pp. 3-8 
3 KIRSTEN F.A. 
Operational Characteristics for the CAMAC 
Dataway 
IEEE Nucl.Sci.Syrnposium, New York, 
November 4-6, I970 
In: IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. 18 (1971) No.2 
(CAMAC Tutorial Issue), pp. 9-I8 
4 KIRSTEN F.A. 
A Short Description of the CAMAC Branch 
Highway 
IEEE Nucl.Sci.Symposium, New York, 
November 4-6, 1970 
In: IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. I8 (1971) No.2 
(CAMAC Tutorial Issue), pp. 19-25 
5 LARSEN R.S. 
CAMAC Dataway and Branch Highway Signal 
Standards 
IEEE Nucl.Sci.Symposium, New York, 
November 4-6, 1970 
In: IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. 18 (197I) No.2 
(CAMAC Tutorial Issue), pp. 26-32 
6 DHAWAN S. 
CAMAC Crate Controller Type A 
IEEE Nucl.Sci.Symposium, New York, 
November 4-6, I970 
In: IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. 18 (197I) No.2 
(CAMAC Tutorial Issue), pp. 33-38 
7 KIRSTEN F.A. 
Some Characteristics of Interfaces Between 
CAMAC and Small Computers 
IEEE Nucl.Sci.Symposium, New York, 
November 4-6, 1970 
In: IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci. 18 (1971) No.2 
(CAMAC Tutorial Issue), pp.39-45 
8 ISELIN F., et al. 
Introduction to CAMAC 
CERN-NP CAMAC Note No.25-00, Geneve 1971, 
52 p. 
9 SLABY M., BARCIEWICZ H. 
CAMAC - Modulowy System Budowy 
Elektronicznej Apparatury Pomiarowej 
(CAMAC - Modular Design System of 
Electronic Instruments, Orig.Poln.) 
Pomiary, Automatyka, Kontrola I7 (I97I) 
pp. 3I8-320 
10 BRANTL K., SVOBODA A, 
Nova modulova pristrojova stavebnice, 
urcena pro pristroje jaderne techniky 
(New Modular System Conception of Nuclear 
Instrumentation, Based on the "CAMAC" 
System, Orig.Tschech.) 
Jaderna Energie I7 (1971) pp. 345-347 
II OTTES J., TRADOWSKY K. 
Das CAMAC-System rechnergeflihrter Elektro-
nik. Einflihrung und heutiger Stand 
Atomwirtsch. - Atomtechn. I6 (1971) 
pp. 5I6-519 
S. also: Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, 
Bericht KFK 1466, Karlsruhe I97I, 4 p. 
12 GALLICE P. 
Informations sur le Systeme "CAMAC" 
Journees d'etudes de la Societe Francaise 
des Electroniciens et Radio-electriciens 
sur les appareils de mesure electronique 
pilotes par ordinateurs, Lannion, 
6-7 Octobre 1971 
In: C.E.A., Rapport CEA CONF., Saclay 1971, 
16 p. 
13 KINBARA S. 
Introduction to the CAMAC System (Orig.jap.) 
J.Atomic Energy Soc. Japan 13 (1971), 
pp. 635-641 
14 COSTRELL L. 
An Introduction to CAMAC 
CAMAC Bull., No.2, Nov. 1971, pp. 3-6 
15 SMITH K.R.E., DRURY D.M., TOY N.V. 
The CAMAC System of Data Handling 
J.Instn.Nucl.Eng. 13 (1972) pp. 20-25 
16 DE AGOSTINO E., RISPOLI B. 
Il sistema CAMAC (The CAMAC System, 
Orig. ital.) 
Not. Comitate Nazionale Energia Nucleare 
(CNEN) I8 (1972) No.2, pp. 55-74 
I7. DECKER W., STIEHL W. 
CAMAC ein modulares Mess- und Steuersystem 
Siemens-Z. 46 (I972) p. 233 
18 GALLICE P., ROBIN G. 
Systeme CAMAC. Informations pratiques pour 
son utilisation avec un calculateur 
CEA-N-1549. CEA-SES-SESG-R-3135, 1972, 
20 p. 
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19 ZACHAROV B. 
CAMAC Systems: A Pedestrian's Guide 
(DNPL, Daresbury) Report DNPL IR-23, 1972, 
44 p. 
20 MACK D.A. 
CAMAC Concepts 
Physical and Chemical Science, Vol.12, 
No.20, 1972, p. 167 
21 VAN BREDA I.G. 
CAMAC Multicrate Systems 
Physical and Chemical Science, Vol.12, 
No.20, 1972, p. 212 
22 PEATFIELD A.C. 
The Potential of a Standard Highway-
Interface (CAMAC) for Computer Systems in 
Real Time Applications 
Trends in Online Computer Control Systems, 
lEE Conf. Publ. No.85, London, IEE, 1972, 
p. 142 
23 WAGNER F. 
CAMAC System (Orig.polish) 
30 LARSEN, R.S. 
CAMAC Dataway and Branch Highway Signal 
Standards 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.2, 1973, 
pp. 28-34 
31 DHAWAN S. 
CAMAC Crate Controller Type A-1 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.2, 1973, 
pp. 35-41 
32 KIRSTEN F.A. 
Characteristics of Interfaces Between 
CAMAC and Small Computers 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.2, 1973, 
pp. 42-49 
33 BAL F., et al. 
What is CAMAC? 
CERN-NP CAMAC Note No.45-00, Geneve 1973 
34 ATTWENGER W. 
Modulare Instrumentierung in der Kern-
physikalischen Elektronik. Einflihrung in 
das CAMAC System. 
Pomiary, Autom. Kontr.l8, No.ll, Poland, SGAE Ber.No.2134.EL 24/73, Mai 1973, 25 p. 
Nov. 1972, pp. 508-510 
24 BAL F., et al. 
Updating CAMAC 
CERN-NP CAMAC Note 44-00, Electronics II, 
Feb. 1973, 13 p. 
25. COSTRELL L. 
35 DECKER, W. 
Measuring and Control System CAMAC 
Siemens A.G. Karlsruhe, F.R. Germany 
Steuerungstechnik, 6(2), 1973, (in German) 
pp. 25-27 
36 BARNES R.C.M. 
CAMAC: A Review and Status Report The CAMAC Serial Highway - A Preview 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.I, CAMAC Bull.No.8, Nov. 1973, pp. 5-6 
Feb. 1973, pp. 557-561 
26 KIRSTEN, F.A. 
CAMAC Specifications 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.I, 
Feb. 1973, pp. 562-568 
27 COSTRELL, L. 
CAMAC Instrumentation System: 
Introduction and General Description 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.2, 1973, 
pp. 3-8 
28 KIRSTEN, F.A. 
Operational Characteristics of the CAMAC 
Dataway 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.2, 1973, 
pp. 9-20 
29 KIRSTEN, f.A. 
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Short Description of the CAMAC Branch 
Highway 
IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., NS-20, No.2, 1973, 
pp. 21-27 
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38 
Modular System CAMAC. (in Rumanian) 
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COSTRELL, L. 
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Introduction 
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39 COSTRELL, L. 
Standardized Instrumentation System for 
Computer Automated Measurement and Control 
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CAMAC Hardware 
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